
Camper’s Name: ___________________ 

SUPER WHY & The Three Little Pigs 
Reading Camp Post-Interview Assessment 

Day 4:  Super Why Day 
 
 

 [INTERVIEWER] Hi my name is _______.  Today, we are going to play some 
games with letters and words. First I need to ask you just a few questions. 
What is you name? How do you spell that?  

 
Camper’s Name: ___________________   
 
 
Ok, now how old are you? When is your birthday? 
 
 
Age: ______  Birthday: __________     
 
 
Great, now we can play. 
 
 
To Get Ready: 
 

 Sit on the floor or at a table, and ask the child to sit across from you, 
facing you.  

 
 
MATERIALS: 
 

 A visual of three words listed:  good, red, small 
 

 A visual of three words listed:  small, good, red 
 
 



Camper’s Name: ___________________ 

Day 4:  Super Why Day:  Reading Words & Opposites  
 
[INTERVIEWER] We’re going to play a game with words. I’m going to ask 
you a question and you pick the word that answers my question, ok? 
  
[SHOW THREE WORD CHOICES.] 
 
[CODING:  Write a mark next to the word the child picks.  They need to 
pick one word.]  
 
[INTERVIEWER] Which word is the opposite of big? Is it small, red, or good? 
 
___ small  ___ red  ___ good 
 
 
[INTERVIEWER] Which is the word small?   
 
___ small  ___ red  ___ good 
 

If no response or wrong response to previous question: 
[INTERVIEWER] Which is the word small?  I think it has the ‘all’ in it? 

 
___ small  ___ red  ___ good 

 
[SHOW THREE WORD CHOICES.] 
 
[INTERVIEWER]  What is the opposite of bad?  Is it red, good, or small? 
 
___ red  ___ good  ___ small 
 
 
[INTERVIEWER] Which one is the word good?   
 
___ red  ___ good  ___ small 
 

If no response or wrong response to previous question: 
[INTERVIEWER] Which one is the word good?  I think it starts with the 
letter g? 

 
___ red  ___ good  ___ small 

 
 

         Total:  _________ 
 


